
MATH 321:201: Real Variables II (Term 2, 2010)
Guidelines for Midterm (Friday, March 5, in class)

* The midterm will be on Friday, March 5, at 9 am in class. We will start exactly at 9:00 and will end at exactly
at 9:50. So, please do not be late.

* Things to be tested:

The midterm will be on the topics covered in class (up to Monday, March 1 inclusive) and homework problems (up to
HW #6 inclusive), including the suggested problems, but not starred ones. For more details of what we have covered
in class, see Schedule / Plan / Progress / Summary in the course webpage
http://www.math.ubc.ca/ yhkim/yhkim-home/teaching/math321/math321-2010.html

* Type of Test:

The test is a written exam.

It will consists of about 3 to 5 problems, with some subproblems.

Unless otherwise specified, to get full marks you have to justify rigorously all your answers. Justifying an answer
means you either give a proof of your claim, or you provide a counterexample to show a statement is false. Of course,
obvious details can be skipped: in fact, skipping obvious details is really encouraged due to the 50 min time constraint.
Basically, to get a full mark your solutions should be mathematically readable and you should be able to convince the
marker (me) that you understand what you are writing. Please note that the marker will try to be reasonable, so in
the exam you do not need to spend excessive time to polish your solutions. Each solution will earn substantial points,
once sufficient ideas / crucial steps are given.

If you cannot solve a problem fully, try to get partial credit by giving sketch of possible proofs, or explaining any
relevant ideas you have (writing and /or drawing pictures).

You CAN use / quote any theorems given in the textbook (saying “from / using a theorem in the textbook”), but
such theorems SHOULD be indeed IN the textbook. You CANNOT use the facts /results from the exercises or
homework problems.

No textbook, notes, calculator, cell-phone, etc are allowed.

Write your solutions as neat as possible, so that the marker is able to READ without trouble.

* How to prepare the test:

Make sure you can reproduce correctly the definitions, the statements of theorems and related examples.

Make sure you understand the proofs / counterexamples of the theorems /statements given in the class. A good way of
testing your understanding a proof or a theorem is to try to reproduce the proof yourself, without looking at any source
(textbook, notes, etc).

Make sure you can do the homework problems including the (not handed-in) suggested problems (but not the one with
asterisk).

Note that later topics will have more weight than the earlier ones, because they involve more concepts and include the
earlier ones.

For this exam, it is maybe more important you understand the theorems, their proofs and counterexamples given in the
class than the solutions of homework assignments.

* How would the problems look like?



Do not expect that you will see the same problems as in the homework assignments. The problems in the exam may
look very different. Memorizing the solutions / proofs of homework problems or theorems given in the class is probably
helpful, but is far from being sufficient: you have to understand them. The exam will try to test your command on the
subject. You will be asked to apply the ideas you are supposed to learn during the course. Also, to solve a problem
you may have to use several different concepts / ideas / results.

Given the time constraint of 50 min., it is not likely that you need a completely new idea, nor you are asked to give a
long proof of a hard theorem: these are possible in the final exam, with longer time. Rather, this midterm exam will
focus on testing your basic knowledge and understanding of the things we have covered, and whether you can combine
and apply them. You can expect nontrivial questions with answers of reasonable length. Once again, because of the
time constraint, you have to be able to find the solutions quickly: this is possible only after you thoroughly understand
the material. The exam can be quite difficult for people who did not try hard to master the material.

There will be some TRUE/ FALSE questions (about 35 %), where you are not required to justify your answer. But,
incorrect answers to those questions will get penalty of negative marks.

An exam can test only a small portion of your real understanding. A very important part of an exam is the
learning experience you obtain while preparing for it.

Good Luck!
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